VALENTINE SNOW GLOBE

This Valentine’s Day craft is fun for the whole family!

SUPPLY LIST

- Clear Plastic Cup
- Your Favourite Photograph
- Construction Paper
- Hot Glue Gun
- Shredded White Paper or Fake Snow
- Clear Tape
- Glitter

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Outline the bottom of the clear plastic cup onto desired colour of construction paper.
2. Cut out the outlined shape, which will serve as the base of the snow globe.
3. Tape your favourite photograph onto the outline in an upright position.
4. Cut out various sized hearts from the construction paper colour(s) of your choice.
5. Add fake snow or shredded paper, glitter, and paper hearts.
6. Use a hot glue gun to affix the plastic cup onto the construction paper outline to create your snow globe.

ADDITIONAL TIPS

- You can create a picture snow globe to celebrate any holiday. Try using different colours of construction paper to create the snow globe scenery for your favourite holiday or special event.